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5G is on and it’s unstoppable
By the end of February 2019, Huawei had signed commercial 5G contracts
with more than 30 operators and shipped over 40,000 5G base stations
worldwide.
Device maturity is a key factor that affects the commercial adoption
of each generation of communications technology. At MWC2019, all
the major global mobile manufacturers announced the launch of their
5G mobile phones. In 2019, over 40 5G devices will be commercially
available, and predictions hold that in three years, global 5G users will
grow to 500 million.
The first wave of 5G pioneers will focus on eMBB and FWA. Carrier mobile
data traffic is growing by 50 percent per year, and by 2025, global average
data use will exceed 70 GB per month. In response to the explosive
growth of mobile data traffic, operators have opted for 5G technology
to reduce the per-bit cost of mobile broadband networks and improve
operations efficiency.
5G networks will provide developers with stronger network capabilities.
We’re already seeing the emergence of new social and entertainment
platforms, immersive VR/AR content, B2B solutions, and vertical industry
IoT applications. 5G will offer operators the opportunity to share new
business opportunities with industry partners.
In 2018, Huawei invested over US$15 billion in R&D. We were the first
vendor to make breakthroughs in key technologies for large-scale 5G
adoption, and have since delivered 5G networks with powerful capabilities,
simplified sites, and network-wide intelligence faster than anyone else.
In 2018 in the UK, Three UK and Huawei conducted a 5G broadband
demo in London, attaining download speeds of up to 2 Gbps and
laying the foundation for the operator to rollout 5G this year. Huawei’s
Cloud X solution is enabling the evolution of VR, AR and mixed
reality through 5G and cloud. And GSMA predicts that the intelligent
connectivity delivered by the fusion of 5G, AI, and IoT will take us into
an new era of highly contextualized and personalized experiences.
However, we can’t ignore security in 5G networks. In his keynote
address at MWC19, Huawei Rotating Chairman Guo Ping emphasized
that security is a shared responsibility: the whole industry needs to
come together to develop standardized cyber security requirements.
5G is on, and it will help bring digital to every individual, home, and
organization as part of a fully connected, intelligent world.
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5G opens up new possibilities in
home broadband and industrial
applications, as well as being
able to support rapid growth in
mobile data usage.
— Dave Dyson, Three UK CEO
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Three UK

From building capacity to sci-fi
Three UK has earmarked a minimum of £2 billion for its 5G launch and is aiming to be one
of the first UK operators to roll out the technology next year. Currently, the mobile operator
is performing various tests to make its ambitious plans a reality. Three UK CEO Dave Dyson
explains how the operator has been planning its strategy for many years and is well positioned
to take the lead in the 5G arena.

By Gary Maidment

D

yson believes that the short-term

to make it ready for when 5G becomes commercially

opportunity for 5G exists with enhanced

viable. The operator has more 5G-capable spectrum

capacity and better connectivity for

than any other UK operator, which it believes puts it

consumers, before it evolves through a raft

in the strongest position for an early 5G lead in the

of exciting applications that previously existed in the

UK. According to Dyson, “We’ve always led in mobile

realm of sci-fi.

data and 5G is another game-changer. Also described

The explosion of mobile data

as wireless fiber, 5G delivers a huge increase in
capacity together with ultra-low latency. It opens up
new possibilities in home broadband and industrial

Three UK is in the process of overhauling its network

applications, as well as being able to support the rapid

WINWIN ISSUE 33 04. 2019
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5G will bring a huge amount of capacity into the
network, which is great for our mobile customers, but it also opens
up different opportunities within the home broadband market,
so I’d say that’s the most immediate opportunity.

growth in mobile data usage.”

By keeping the data mantra in mind, Dyson is confident
that 5G will push the mobile data and the home

Now a market stalwart that’s been active in

broadband opportunity even further, with both emerging

the market for 15 years, Three UK has built its

as the most immediate short-term opportunities before

philosophy on mobile data, which will continue

moving on to much-vaunted future use cases such as

into the 5G era. Through 4G, Dyson said it has

massive IoT and industrial applications.

been able to make the most out of spectrum it
owns, through both mobile connectivity and its

“I’m really excited that 5G will bring a huge amount

home broadband proposition. As the attention

of capacity into the network, which is great for our

turns to 5G, Dyson says that the company has

mobile customers, but it also opens up different

been planning for the technology for two years

opportunities within the home broadband market, so

so far, working out the spectrum required and

I’d say that’s the most immediate opportunity,” says

collaborating with Huawei on its radio network.

Dyson. “Obviously, there’s lots of talk about massive

Collaborating for the future

IoT and some of the more sci-fi type applications,
remote robotics, and things like that. That will come.
And I think things like network slicing are particularly

In November, 2018, Three UK announced its

interesting and potentially quite disruptive, which is

partnership with Huawei on a 5G broadband demo in

good for 5G operators.”

London, with the service attaining download speeds
of up to 2 Gbps. The demonstration utilized its 100

First and foremost, Dyson points out that he’s

MHz C-Band spectrum and Huawei’s commercial 5G

excited about bringing “more capacity and better-

home broadband routers, with the partners reporting

quality connectivity to our consumers. This is a major

that speeds will average around 1 Gbps for each user.

investment into the UK’s digital infrastructure. UK

Three UK and Huawei have been working on pre-

consumers have an insatiable appetite for data and

commercial tests in 2018, and said they will continue

5G unlocks significant capability to meet that demand.”

testing the service ahead of the public launch in
dense urban areas and train stations in 2019.

3

Doing the legwork
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Work on 5G is well and truly underway for Three UK.

footprint, which means we can use 5G on all existing

So far, Dyson said the company has been heavily

sites without the need to go off and acquire and build

focused on securing the planning consent required

new sites, which means faster time to market and

for new equipment and new antennas, as well as

lower costs. It’s good for us and it should be good

obtaining building rights from landlords. With 5G,

for our consumers,” says Dyson.

Dyson highlighted it’s not only about building the
necessary equipment, but also about deploying

The AI opportunity

what’s required.
5G aside, another major focus for Three UK as the
And with 2018 drawing to a close, it’s all hands on

next-era of connectivity approaches is finding ways

deck as the company looks to launch 5G in the first

to ensure it benefits from the opportunities that AI

half of this year. Three UK has focused its spending

can deliver. Dyson says that the company decided

on acquiring 5G spectrum, signing an agreement

to replace its entire IT environment as a result of

for cell site technology rollouts across major urban

the developments in AI, as it was difficult to weave

areas to deploy 5G and enhance 4G, building a

these opportunities into its existing infrastructure,

high-capacity dark fiber network connecting 20

which it has been running for the last 15 years. As

new data centers, deploying a 5G-ready cloud core

we now enter a time when the planet has billions of

network with an initial capacity of 1.2 TBps, and

connected devices and with the 5G network standard

rolling out carrier aggregation technology on 2,500

fast coming online, the need for what the industry is

mobile sites.

calling “fully automated infrastructure” is ever more
prevalent. This is a layer of the total technology

“A lot of legwork is needed to bring it to life, but

fabric where AI and cloud services play a big role in

we feel that by the middle of the year we will have

managing our data.

progressed sufficiently on that front.” He added
that one of the biggest unknowns at the moment is

To truly capture the potential of AI, Three UK is

whether 5G-enabled devices would be available within

now working on developing a cloud-based digital

its set timeframes, but he believes that this will be

infrastructure, “Once that’s in place, and it becomes

much clearer ahead of launch.

available to our customers next year, it gives us a
great platform to plug and play all these AI-type

As is the case with leading operators around the world,

applications.”

another key pillar of Three UK’s 5G development is the
ongoing testing of the technology. Dyson states that the

When it comes to long-term AI benefits, Dyson

company is encouraged by its work so far, particularly

admits that he’s not sure who “the winners and

Massive MIMO technology. He conceded that the

losers will be,” or where exactly Three UK will see

company has concerns about mid-band spectrum,

the most significant customer benefits or cost-saving

particularly 3.5 GHz, with the coverage footprint

opportunities. “The most important thing is to have

expected to be a lot less than the 1,800 MHz and 2,100

the underlying platform in place, so that when things

MHz that it currently uses for 4G.

come along we can plug and play, we can test and
we can see what works for us and what works for our

“But with the extra boost you can get from that

customers.”

[Massive MIMO], we can get the same coverage

WINWIN ISSUE 33 04. 2019
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Intelligent connectivity

The fusion of 5G, AI, and IoT
GSMA Director General Mats Granryd outlines 5G’s brisk growth since the beginning of
2018, and shares his excitement about how the combination of intelligent connectivity will
create smarter applications that make life better and safer.
By Linda Xu, Xu Boxin

I

ntelligent connectivity enables transformational
capabilities in transport, entertainment, industry,
and much more. For technical systems to
digitally match human actions with connected

environments, however, they must meet the speed of
our natural reaction times. 5G networks must be ultrareliable, as many critical tasks will be executed remotely.
They will also rely on cost-effective edge infrastructure
to enable scaling. According to GSMA, 5G could account
for as many as 1.4 billion connections by 2025. By then,
5G networks are likely to cover one-third of the world’s
population.

What is Intelligent
Connectivity?
Intelligent connectivity is the combination of highspeed, low-latency 5G networks, cutting-edge artificial
intelligence (AI), and the linking of billions of devices
through the Internet of Things (IoT). When these
three revolutionary technologies combine, they will
enable transformational new capabilities in transport,
entertainment, industry, and public services, and much
more besides. As operators expand beyond mainly
providing network access to facilitate services, they’re

5
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Mats Granryd

Intelligent connectivity will have a significant and positive impact on
individuals, industry, and society, marking the beginning of a new era
defined by highly contextualized and personalized experiences.

rapidly bringing into view a world of technological ease

be truly ubiquitous, with everything that benefits from

and sophistication which not long ago still seemed a

always being connected. When we couple that with

long way off. GSMA estimates that, by 2025 there will

intelligence, it means things will become smarter. We

be 25 billion connected devices. This hyperconnectivity

will have more things like AI virtual assistants that will

will be enabled by undisturbed mobile broadband,

help us in our daily life to make life more comfortable,

which will enable the number of connected devices

more productive, safer, and so on. I think we will see

communicating with one other to be virtually limitless.

the combination of these morph into something really

This will be the prime enabler of intelligent connectivity.

exciting in the future,” he says.

“Intelligent connectivity will have a significant and

Granryd notes that not only will consumers be able to

positive impact on individuals, industry, and society,

enjoy “exciting, immersive experiences” via next-gen

marking the beginning of a new era defined by highly

technology, but for enterprises, network slicing will be

contextualized and personalized experiences,” says

essential for delivering smart capabilities.

Granryd. “Augmented and virtual reality will change
the way we watch live sports and music concerts,

“We can create multiple virtual networks, addressing

drones will deliver packages to our homes, and

different market segments and use cases,” he

virtual personal assistants will manage our lives for

says. Mobile IoT in particular will benefit from new

us. New 5G networks, AI, and the upscaling of the

5G networks as they’ll be able to support more

Internet of Things will change the world, intelligently

connections with higher speeds and lower latency.

connecting everyone and everything to a better

“We will see more industrial use cases, but also

future.”

applications created through network slicing, to which
we’ll be able to dedicate resources. This is a couple

For AI, he states that it “goes beyond us as individuals

of years off, but by 2022 or 2025 we will be able to

– it’s transforming industries. This means that not only

dedicate network resources to a plant or a factory,

will you have much broader connectivity, it’s going to

and basically be able to say that this is a given

WINWIN ISSUE 33 04. 2019
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The way you and I consume content and be part of this new
world using holograms, and virtual reality applications will make it
difficult to see what’s real and what’s not real.

capacity,” comments Granryd.

the way we consume entertainment, delivering
4K and 8K ultra-high-definition video, 3D video,

He points to several verticals that will benefit

holograms, augmented reality (AR) and virtual reality

tremendously from the high speed and low latency

(VR) applications for gaming and immersive TV, as

of next-generation networks, with healthcare and

well as digital services and content for connected

autonomous vehicles at the top of the list. In addition, he

stadiums.

says, “The way you and I consume content and be part
of this new world using holograms, and virtual reality

Drones: 5G networks will enable UAVs (Unmanned

applications will make it difficult to see what’s real and

Aerial Vehicles) or drones to provide fast, low-

what’s not real.”

cost, and secure delivery straight to customers’
homes. The network will help to coordinate large

Smart transportation: 5G networks and AI systems

fleets so that they fly safely, automatically avoiding

will communicate the location of vehicles, bicycles,

collisions with buildings and other drones, and

and people in real time, reducing the chance of

providing secure connections, authentication, and

accidents or collisions. Data on weather, surface

smart autonomous navigation with high-definition

conditions, road works or congestion can be relayed

video backup and recovery location in case of

in real time from a cyclist’s helmet and, when

emergencies.

combined with AI, help road users plot better routes.
5G enabled systems will also enhance driving by
monitoring the behavior of adjacent vehicles and
responding accordingly. 5G will also usher in an era

Worldwide breakthroughs in
the 5G market

of reliable self-driving vehicles, such as autonomous

Granryd acknowledges that the pace of rollouts will

trucks that travel in convoys or platoons and taxis to

differ greatly from country to country, but points out

take you safely home.

that 5G deployment isn’t just happening in developed
markets, and expects many developing countries to

Entertainment: 5G promises to fundamentally change

7

launch 5G soon after the first movers.
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There’s a strong commitment from literally all mobile operators globally.
And we understand the immense reach that we have. With that reach
comes responsibility and an obligation to help achieve the 17 SDG goals.

China is forecast to bring massive scale into the

maintaining effective competition, and the ability to

global mix, with the mainland expected to account for

harmonize international privacy and data protection

30 per cent, or 400 million, of the 1.3 billion global 5G

rules.

subscribers predicted by 2025. GSMA Intelligence also
believes 5G adoption in Japan and South Korea will

SDG progress

reach 50 per cent of total mobile subscribers at that
time. Globally, between 2018 and 2020, more than 50

In terms of operators’ support for the UN’s Sustainable

countries are expected to launch 5G mobile services

Development Goals (SDGs), Granryd believes the mobile

across North America, Europe, the Middle East and

industry is trying hard to impact all 17 goals, and has

Asia Pacific.

made good progress in education, gender equality,
health and wellbeing, sustainable cities, and climate

According to Granryd, “It’s a way to leapfrog the

action.

need for fixed deployment. You need to have
backhaul, which is high capacity, but when it

He admitted that the industry “is at 40 percent of

comes to covering the last mile, 5G is a fantastic

maximum what we can do theoretically, and have 60

solution.” He also argues that operators’ planned

percent to go. Remember, 2030 is only, what 12 years

US$500 billion worldwide investment in mobile

away, so we need to get cracking.”

CAPEX between now and 2020 will only be
possible if regulations fit for the digital age are in

He concludes that, “The one thing I can tell you

place.

is that there’s a strong commitment from literally
all mobile operators globally. We understand the

He explains that such substantial investment

immense reach that we have. And with that reach

requires “an environment that provides higher

comes responsibility and an obligation to really use

levels of certainty and consistency,” including

the networks and services to try to help achieve the

the timely release of harmonized spectrum, the

17 SDG goals.”

approval of consolidation to drive investment while

WINWIN ISSUE 33 04. 2019
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We have to expand
the definition of Digital Inclusion from
connectivity to applications and skills.
By redefining Digital Inclusion, we
can go beyond access, and move to
empowerment.

Redefining Digital Inclusion
During his speech at ministerial program during this year’s Mobile World Congress (MWC2019),
Huawei’s Deputy Chairman, Ken Hu, unveiled a new Digital Inclusion initiative, Tech4ALL.
Hu outlined Huawei’s plans to help 500 million additional people around the world benefit
directly from digital technology in the next five years. He called on governments, industry
organizations and business partners to act together to promote Digital Inclusion for all.
By Ken Hu, Huawei’s Deputy Chairman

T

echnology is changing the world so fast. But

grand opening of the first mobile base station in this

how can we make sure that all people and all

village was a great cause for celebration. It’s a big deal

organizations can benefit from this change?

because this single base station will change their lives

I think this is one of the most important

forever. With connectivity to the rest of the world, new

challenges we’re facing today. And I would like to share

shops have opened, trade has increased, and people

some of our thoughts on how to deal with it.

can get medical help when they need it.

There is a small village in Nigeria, called Tobolo. It’s
550 kilometers away from the capital city, Abuja. The

9

Connectivity is the bedrock of
Digital Inclusion
William Xu
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The villagers in Tobolo are fortunate. However, in

However, even if we have the whole world connected, is

Nigeria, there are still 36 million people who don’t

that enough? I’m afraid not.

have access to the Internet. That’s about 20 percent
of the population. This is a huge gap.

We have to expand the definition of digital inclusion
from connectivity to applications and skills. By

Globally, the gap is even bigger. According to GSMA,

redefining digital inclusion, we can go beyond access,

more than 1 billion people are not covered by mobile

and move to empowerment. Let me give you more

broadband services. And 3.8 billion people are still

details.

offline. That’s half of the world’s population. Clearly,
connectivity is still the bedrock of digital inclusion. At
Huawei, we have been working hard to fill this gap
through innovation.

Think applications, not just
connectivity
Many people don’t know this, but when deaf children

For example, we have developed innovative transmission

learn to read, it’s a real challenge. It’s difficult for them to

and energy solutions for special rural base stations. They

connect sounds with letters. At Huawei, we’re excited to

are small, easy to install, and they can run on solar power.

help with technology.

This makes wireless networks easier and cheaper to
deploy, and helps rural carriers get their investment back

Last year, we worked with the European Union

faster.

of the Deaf to create a mobile application called
StorySign. With this application, you hold your phone

With those innovations, we’ve helped more and more

up to a book. Using AI, a cartoon will sign the story

people access reliable wireless services for the first

and highlight each word on the screen. This helps

time. We’re all working hard to connect more people.

deaf children overcome reading barriers, and it also

WINWIN ISSUE 33 04. 2019
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There are about 34 million deaf children around the world, and
digital technology like StorySign is making a real difference. Right now it’s
available in 10 different sign languages, and we’re working on more.

makes storytime in the family more interactive and

don’t use cloud. We need to understand the reasons and

more fun.

fill this gap.

There are about 34 million deaf children around the

Think skills, not just coverage

world, and digital technology like StorySign is making
a real difference. Right now it’s available in 10 different

There is a lack of digital skills at all levels of society, and

sign languages, and we’re working on more.

that gap is increasing because technology is changing
so fast. According to the EU’s Digital Progress Report,

We’re so proud of what we’ve achieved with

by 2020, 90 percent of jobs in the EU will require digital

StorySign. Like deaf children, all communities have

skills. This is a huge demand. However, the fact is that 43

different needs. As an industry, we can provide

percent of EU residents lack basic digital skills, such as

unique value for each community to make sure

searching for information online. And 17 percent have

nobody is left behind.

no digital skills at all.

Think businesses, not just
people
When we talk about value, we should also think about
business, particularly SMEs, because they play a huge
role in world economies. They account for more than
90 percent of companies. They provide more than 70

This is a big challenge for Digital Inclusion. And it will
also become a major bottleneck for the EU’s digital
economy.

Building skills at all levels of
society
We need to take immediate action. Through joint

percent of job opportunities.

efforts, we can bring digital skills to all people in
However, for SMEs, going digital can be very challenging.

society. For example, if the government can make

They don’t have the right capital and talent, and

digital skills a strong part of K-12 education, that will

they don’t have equal access to key technologies. For

provide a solid foundation for digital skills across

example, cloud is a key enabler that helps smaller

society.

businesses overcome challenges with scalability, costs,
and efficiency. However, in the EU, 70 percent of SMEs

11

The community as a whole needs to help each
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At Huawei, we believe that technology is good, and it should be
used FOR good. To promote full Digital Inclusion, we have put together an
action plan. We call it Tech4ALL.

member understand the importance of digital skills,
particularly senior citizens, and provide help when
they need it. The business community can do a lot.
They need to upskill their employees for future jobs.
They can also work with local communities to raise
awareness of digital technologies and provide help to
schools and training organizations to enhance digital
skills.
Tech4ALL: Technology is good. Pass it on.
At Huawei, we believe that technology is good, and
it should be used FOR good. To promote full Digital
Inclusion, we have put together an action plan. We call
it Tech4ALL. This plan focuses on the three priorities:

We have already made some progress in all of those

Connectivity, Applications, and Skills.

areas. For example, through our Seeds for the Future
program, in the past ten years, we have helped more

• For connectivity: We will continue to lower the
barriers in terms of cost and coverage through

than 30,000 students from more than 100 countries to
enhance their digital skills.

technological innovation.
But this is just the beginning. We hope that more
• For applications: We will empower the ecosystem,

people will join us to amplify these efforts. Over

and help developers to create more applications

the next five years, our goal is to help another

for different communities and industries.

500 million people directly benefit from digital
technology. We will release more details about this

• For skills: We will work with governments,

program very soon. This is our mission, and we

local communities, and other industries to

hope you will join us. Together, we can bring digital

enhance awareness of digital skills and provide

to every person, home, and organization for a fully

necessary help.

connected, intelligent world.

WINWIN ISSUE 33 04. 2019
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Bringing you safer, faster, and smarter 5G
Guo Ping, Huawei’s Rotating Chairman, calls for international collaboration on industry standards
and appeals to governments across the world to listen to cyber security experts. His MWC 2019
keynote address outlined how Huawei has developed the most powerful, simple, and intelligent
5G networks in the world, but argued that such innovation is nothing without security. He urges
that industry and governments work together and adopt unified cyber security standards.
By Guo Ping, Huawei’s Rotating Chairman

T

he past few months have been a challenge

On the 2018 EU R&D Investment Scoreboard, Huawei

for us. On one hand, our 5G solutions

ranks number 5 globally. Last year, we invested more

are widely recognized in the industry. On

than US$15 billion. This consistent investment has

the other hand, there has been a lot of

produced many positive results. Through nonstop

speculation about the security of our 5G solutions. I

investment, we can keep providing our customers with

would like to talk about Huawei’s latest innovations

new, innovative products and more efficient services.

and our views on cyber security.

5G is a perfect example of this.

Innovation – It’s all in the details Powerful. Simple. Intelligent.
William Xu
13
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Huawei is the first company that can deploy 5G networks
at scale. More importantly, we can deliver the simplest possible
sites with better performance.

Huawei is the first company that can deploy 5G

United States needs powerful, faster, and smarter 5G.

networks at scale. More importantly, we can deliver
the simplest possible sites with better performance.

In the two charts on the left, we have the results from

With 100 megahertz, our 5G can reach more than 14

IMT-2020’s phase 3 tests in China. As you can see,

gigs-per-second; that’s for a single sector. We’re at

Huawei is far ahead of the game when it comes to

the leading edge of performance.

single site throughput.

Strong capacity also needs strong transmission

The third chart compares the speeds of a commercial

equipment.

5G network deployed by several vendors. This is a
real customer network. On Huawei 5G, single user

If fiber is available, we only need to install a blade,

speed reaches 1.3 Gbps.

attach one fiber, and we can bring bandwidth up to

Powerful

200 Gbps. It’s incredible.

Innovation is in the details.
If fiber isn’t available, carriers can use microwave.
However, the bandwidth of traditional microwave is only

Let’s start with capacity.

1 Gbps. To address this problem, we use innovative
For example, with the performance algorithm, we can

architecture to boost that bandwidth to 20 Gbps.

more than triple cell throughput. For hardware, our 5G
With our 5G smartphone and CPE, Huawei is able to

chips support 64 channels, the highest in the industry.

provide end-to-end 5G solutions. We have begun to

We have also increased the computing power of

help carriers deploy 5G at scale.

these chips by 2.5 times. For microwave, we can

Proven in field tests and commercial use

support 10 times greater transmission bandwidth than

In January, Zealer published a report, saying that

pushing the physical limits of our technology.

other solutions on the market. Little by little, we’re

Huawei’s 5G is 20 times faster than the so-called 5G in
the US. That’s in field tests. In commercial use, it’s not

Simple

20 times faster, but it’s still much, much faster. So I fully
understand what President Donald Trump said. The

We’re also making sites as simple as possible,

WINWIN ISSUE 33 04. 2019
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Proven in field tests and commercial use
field test by IMT-2020

Gbps

Gbps

field test by IMT-2020

15
10
5

B system
Peak throughput (Downlink)

C system

0

Peak throughput (Uplink)

B system
Peak throughput (Downlink)

C system
Peak throughput (Uplink)

without sacrificing performance. For example, if

powerful AI chips: Ascend 910 and Ascend 310. We

we made 64T antennas with old techniques, one

can use these to bring intelligence to all scenarios,

5G antenna would be bigger than a door. Can you

and reduce computing power costs for carrier

imagine installing that? If we put one on a beach, it

networks.

would be blown down. To address this issue, we’re
using new materials. We’ve reduced the number of

Building on these chips, Huawei has developed many

components by 99 percent, and with lighter covers,

algorithms and models for carrier networks. With

we can reduce weight by 40 percent. These new

AI, we can increase resource efficiency, make O&M

AAUs are as wide as a backpack and very strong.

easier, and reduce power consumption in telecom

They can survive grade-15 typhoons. This happened

networks.

in Shenzhen last year.
The more we invest in engineering science, the
Installation is super easy. We can install them

more value we can create. At Huawei, we can

directly on a 4G site, or even on a lamp pole. Simple

bring powerful, simple, and intelligent 5G networks

sites greatly reduce carrier CAPEX and OPEX. In

to carriers anywhere in the world, faster than

Europe, where space is limited, we can help you

anyone else. Huawei is the global leader in 5G.

save 10,000 Euros on site rental for every site, every

But we understand innovation is nothing without

year.

security.

Intelligent
In the telecom industry, someone said we’re using 5G
networks of the 21st century. However, network O&M

Unified standards and aligned
responsibilities

is still in the 18th century. Let’s look at one figure.

To build a system that we all can trust, we need

Globally, 70 percent of network faults are from human

aligned responsibilities, unified standards, and clear

limitations. To make life easier for carriers, our goal is

regulations.

to build intelligent networks.
There are three areas of responsibility:
Last October, Huawei launched the world’s most

15

• Technology providers have responsibility.
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partners to make sure their network elements are
secure.

Leading performance across all indicators

Industry and regulators
As an industry, we all need to work together on
standards. This is our shared responsibility. To build
safer networks, we need to standardize cyber security
requirements. And these standards must be verifiable
for all vendors and all carriers.
NESAS is jointly defined by GSMA and 3GPP, and
it’s a very good idea. Huawei fully supports this
scheme. In fact, 3GPP’s security standards were

• Carriers have responsibility.

created with the support of many government

• The industry and regulators have responsibility.

security agencies.

Technology providers

These agencies have strong capabilities to

Let me start with technology providers, like us.

verify 5G security. So, I fully agree with recent
recommendations: Governments and mobile

For technology providers, our responsibility is to

operators should work together to agree what

comply with standards and build secure equipment.

this assurance testing and certification regime for

With 5G, we have made a lot of progress over 4G,

Europe will be.

and we can proudly say that 5G is safer than 4G. As
vendors, we don’t operate carrier networks, and we

And I would recommend extending NESAS to the

don’t own carrier data. Our responsibility, what we

world. Let the experts decide whether networks are

promise, is that we don’t do bad things.

safe or not.

Here, let me say this as clearly as possible: Huawei
has not and will never plant backdoors. And we will
never allow anyone to do so in our equipment. We

Best technology, greater
security

take this responsibility very seriously.

Huawei has had a strong track record in security for three

Carriers

decades, serving 3 billion people around the world.

Carriers are responsible for the secure operations of

The US security accusation on our 5G has no

their own networks.

evidence, nothing.

5G networks are private networks. The boundaries

The irony is that the U.S. CLOUD Act allows their

between different networks are clear. Carriers

governmental entities to access data across borders.

can prevent external attacks with firewalls and
security gateways. For internal threats, carriers

So, for best technology and greater security, choose

can manage, monitor, and audit all vendors and

Huawei.

Ken Hu
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Why natural language processing
is AI’s jewel in the crown
Liu Qun, Chief Scientist of Speech and Language Computing at Huawei’s Noah’s Ark Lab,
believes that as humanity enters the intelligent era, smart devices and data volume will
rise at unprecedented speeds, as will the demand for human-computer interaction through
speech and language. Significant cutting-edge research and technological innovations will
emerge from the fields of speech and natural language processing.
By Linda Xu, Xue Hua

N

atural language processing (NLP) is a key
area of research in the fields of artificial
intelligence (AI) and computer science
that aims to study the theories and

methodologies for effective communications between
humans and machines using natural language.
According to Gartner’s 2018 World AI Industry
Development Blue Book, the global NLP market will
be worth US$16 billion by 2021.

Three types of intelligence
WinWin: From the scientific perspective, what is the
significance of NLP?
Liu Qun: Linguistics is an age-old subject. Why do
we have language? Why haven’t animals developed
language as complex and advanced as humans
have? Does the human brain have an innate language
mechanism or is language acquired like other
abilities? How is language formed and developed?
What rules does it follow? These are some of the
mysteries that scientists have yet to answer.
Computational linguistics, or NLP, is a science as

17
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If we want to stay ahead we need to adopt
an AI mindset – use AI concepts and technologies to tackle
both existing and future problems.

well as an application technology. From a scientific

touch, and so on. In the last two years, the use of

perspective, like other computer sciences, it’s a

deep learning has significantly improved speech and

discipline that involves the study of language from a

image recognition rates. Computers have therefore

simulated perspective. NLP isn’t directly concerned

done quite well at the perceptual intelligence level, in

with the study of the mechanisms of human language;

some classic tests reaching or exceeding the average

instead, it’s the attempt to make machines simulate

level of human beings.

human language abilities. For a computer to have
human-like language ability would indicate, to some

Second, motor intelligence refers to the ability to

extent, that we have an understanding of human

move about freely in complex environments. Motor

language mechanisms. Since understanding natural

intelligence is one of the core research areas of

language requires extensive knowledge of the

robotics.

external world and the ability to apply and manipulate
this knowledge, NLP is an AI-complete issue and is

Third, cognitive intelligence is the most advanced of

considered one of the core issues of AI.

intelligent activities. Animals have perceptual and
motor intelligence, but their cognitive intelligence is

WinWin: Some people think that NLP is the key to

far inferior to ours. Cognitive intelligence involves the

achieving inclusive artificial intelligence. What’s your

ability to understand and use language; master and

view?

apply knowledge; and infer, plan, and make decisions
based on language and knowledge. The basic and

Liu: There’s a certain amount of truth to that. Some

important aspect of cognitive intelligence is language

people divide human intelligence into three main

intelligence – and NLP is the study of that.

categories: perceptual intelligence, motor intelligence,
and cognitive intelligence.

The object of NLP study is human language, including
words, phrases, sentences, and chapters. By analyzing

First, perceptual intelligence includes hearing, vision,

these language units, we hope to understand not just

WINWIN ISSUE 33 04. 2019
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We’ve achieved a great deal of success with AI and
machine learning technologies in the area of image recognition,
but NLP is still in its infancy.

the literal meaning expressed by the language, but
also the emotions expressed by the speaker and the
intentions conveyed by the speaker through language.

challenges in NLP
WinWin: What are the biggest problems facing NLP?

True cognitive intelligence isn’t possible without
Liu: I think there will be two main problems facing NLP

successful NLP.

in the future.
Natural language understanding and processing are
also the most difficult for AI. If, for example, you alter

The first is semantic understanding, that is to say the

a few pixels or a part of an image, it doesn’t have

problem of learning knowledge or common sense.

much effect on the content of the image as a whole.

This problem is about how NLP technology can get

But with text, it’s different. Changing one word in a

“deeper”. Although humans don’t have any problem

sentence in many cases would completely change

understanding common sense, it’s very difficult to teach

the meaning.

this to machines. For example, you can tell a mobile
assistant to “find nearby restaurants” and your phone

We’ve achieved a great deal of success with AI and

will display the location of nearby restaurants on a

machine learning technologies in the area of image

map. But if you say “I’m hungry”, the mobile assistant

recognition, but NLP is still in its infancy. However, with

won’t give you any results because it lacks the logical

style generation applied to an image we can easily

connection that if you’re hungry, you need to eat, unless

replicate the style of Van Gogh, but we still don’t have

the phone designer programs this into the system. But a

the technological capability to accurately replicate a

lot of this kind of common sense is buried in the depths

passage of text into the style of Shakespeare.

of our consciousness, and it’s practically impossible for
AI system designers to summarize all of this common

This is why many experts call NLP ‘the jewel in the

sense and program it into a system.

crown of AI’. It makes a lot of sense and I completely
The second problem is a lack of resources.

agree with this description.

Latest developments and
19

Technologies such as unsupervised learning, zeroshot learning, few-shot learning, meta-learning,
andXu
William
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migration learning are all essentially attempts to

The application of deep learning has led NLP to an

solve the low-resource problem. NLP is unable to

unprecedented level and greatly expanded the scope

effectively deal with the lack of labelled data that

of NLP applications. The spring of NLP has come, as it

may exist in the machine translation of minority

were.

languages, dialogue systems for specific domains,
customer service systems, Q&A systems, and so on.

WinWin: What unique demands does NLP present

These kinds of problems are collectively referred to

for frameworks and hardware?

as low-resource NLP. To address these problems
and enhance data capabilities, in addition to trying to

Liu: AI research has endless demands on hardware,

introduce domain knowledge such as dictionaries and

but inadequate hardware can limits models –

rules, we can also use active learning methodologies

scientists require better hardware to experiment with

to add manually labelled data and unsupervised and

more complex models and develop newer and better

semi-supervised methodologies to utilize unlabeled

methodologies.

data, or multitask learning to utilize data from other
tasks or even from other languages. And you can

I don’t think NLP has unique demands on frameworks

also apply migration learning to leverage other

or hardware, and they’re similar to those in other

models. This is how NLP technology can become

areas of AI research. You always need more memory,

broader.

higher bandwidth, more parallel computing power,
and higher speeds. So, optimizations for specific NLP

WinWin: What research has had the most profound

scenarios are no particular barrier.

impact in NLP over the last decade?
WinWin: What new methodologies or trends
Liu: Deep learning, without a doubt. Deep learning

impacted NLP applications in 2018?

based on deep neural networks has altered NLP
technology on a basic level, moving us from discrete

Liu: In 2018, the most striking achievement in NLP

symbols to defining and solving NLP problems and

research was pre-training language models, including

using continuous numerical fields. This has led to a

RNN-based ELMo, Transformer-based GPT, and BERT.

complete change in the way the whole problem is

The success of pre-training language models proves

defined and the mathematical tools we use, and has

that we can learn much from massive volumes of

driven huge developments in NLP research.

unlabeled text without having to label large amounts
of data for every NLP task.

Before the application of deep learning techniques in
NLP, the mathematical tools used were completely

In terms of applications, Google’s Duplex was

different to the ones adopted for speech, image, and

something we’d never seen before. Several Chinese

video processing, creating a huge barrier to the flow

companies have also developed very impressive

of information between these different modes. But

simultaneous interpretation technology. Although

using deep learning in NLP means that the same

it still makes many mistakes in simultaneous

mathematical tools are used. This has removed

interpretation and is still a long way off being as

the barrier between different modes of information,

good as simultaneous interpretation by humans, it’s

making multi-modal information processing and

undoubtedly very useful. It was hard to imagine this

fusion possible.

technology actually getting used a few years ago, so

WINWIN ISSUE 33 04. 2019
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Over the past five years, we’ve submitted one of top 50 papers
cited by NIPS. We have also submitted one paper in the top 20 and
three in the top 30 papers cited by ACL.

it’s completely unexpected to have reached a level of

and neural network machine translation have been

preliminary practical application in such a short time.

widely cited by researchers. Over the past five years,

Huawei’s work to advance NLP

we’ve submitted one of top 50 papers cited by NIPS.
We have also submitted one paper in the top 20 and
three in the top 30 papers cited by ACL.

WinWin: What is the focus of NLP research in
Huawei Noah’s Ark Lab? And what progress has

WinWin: Is multimodality that combines hearing and

been made?

vision a promising future direction of research in
NLP? Is Huawei working on that?

Liu: Huawei Noah’s Ark Lab is carrying out three main
areas of NLP research: voice technology, machine
translation, and dialogue systems.
We’ve already started to apply Noah’s Ark’s NLP in
a wide range of Huawei products and services. For

Liu: Yes, and we’ve started research in this area.

NLP use cases and industry
adoption

example, Huawei’s mobile phone voice assistant

WinWin: How can NLP be applied in vertical

integrates Noah’s Ark’s voice recognition and

industries such as finance, law, and healthcare?

dialogue technology. Noah’s Ark’s machine translation
technology supports the translation of massive

Liu: NLP has been an integral part of our day-to-day

technical documents within Huawei. Noah’s Ark’s

lives for a long time now. Many people don’t realize

Q&A technology based on knowledge graphs enables

that we enjoy the convenience of NLP technology

Huawei’s Global Technical Support (GTS) to quickly

every day, including the Pinyin input method in

and accurately answer complex technical questions.

China. Two decades ago, the Wubi input method
was popular, but has since been almost completely

Noah’s Ark Lab has also achieved outstanding

replaced by the Pinyin input method.

achievements in NLP research. Our research results in
natural language text matching, dialogue generation,

21

Pinyin input methods did actually exist when Wubi was
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When you call customer services, you won’t have to choose from a
whole bunch of voice menu options. Voice assistants will understand
your requirements and help you with a range of day-to-day tasks.

popular, but at the time had very limited intelligence.

in healthcare, NLP has a broad avenue of application,

Users had to select the correct Chinese characters

for example, assisting medical record entry, retrieving

from a large number of homophones. Word prediction

and analyzing medical materials, and assisting medical

functionality was also very weak and input was very

diagnoses. There are massive modern medical

slow. It was only after we made a lot of progress in

materials and new medical methods and approaches

NLP technology and adopted statistical language

are developing rapidly. No single doctor or expert can

models to enable the automatic selection of the most

be expert at all the latest medical developments. NLP

likely sequence of Chinese characters from long

can help doctors quickly and accurately find the latest

strings of pinyin, that pinyin input methods were able

research results for various difficult diseases, so that

to overtake Wubi as the main Chinese character input

patients can benefit from advancements in medical

method.

technology more quickly.

Today’s search engines rely heavily on NLP

WinWin: How will advances in NLP benefit people?

technology. If you search for “the population of
Sichuan”, for example, search engines will give you

Liu: It will make life more convenient for everyone.

a specific answer by using natural language Q&A

For example, when you call customer services, you

technology, as well as listing a series of related web

won’t have to choose from a whole bunch of voice

pages.

menu options. Voice assistants will understand your
requirements and help you with a range of day-to-day

In fields like finance, law, and healthcare, NLP

tasks. Machines will be able to help you write reports

technology is also gaining traction. In finance, NLP

and even poems. Advances in technology will also

can provide analytical data for investing in stocks,

have a disruptive effect. In terms of employment, for

such as identifying trends, analyzing public opinion,

example, machines will replace manual labor and thus

analyzing financial risks, and identifying fraud. In law,

lead to job losses. However, while the application of

NLP can help with case searches, judgment predictions,

new technologies will cause some jobs to disappear,

the automatic generation of legal documents, the

it will also create a large number of new employment

translation of legal text, intelligent Q&A, and more. And

opportunities.
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Aston Martin
A fresh perspective
on autonomous
vehicles
5G will hasten the arrival of autonomous
vehicles, with current predictions holding
that L5 – or fully autonomous capabilities –
will arrive by 2030. When high-automation
L4 capabilities are mature in 2025, Gartner
believes that AVs will send 1 TB of sensor
and vehicle data to the cloud per month. And
when it comes to carrying that data, Simon
Sproule, Vice President and Chief Marketing
Officer at high-end car manufacturer Aston
Martin, says that, “5G networks will play a
crucial role in handling the massive amounts
of data generated by AVs and their users
for all kinds of purposes, including safety,
connectivity and entertainment.”
By Linda Xu

23
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We’re past the point of ‘is it going to happen?’ Now it’s more
about how technology companies play into the car space, and how car
companies protect some of their real estate.

D

riven by emerging technologies, the

autonomy, electrification, and shared mobility. “What

automotive industry is undergoing a seismic

we’re seeing is a sort of Detroit meets Silicon Valley,

shift, making the interaction between car

and tech companies and car companies coming

companies and tech companies one of the

together. And you’re seeing partnerships that you

key developments of the 5G era.

couldn’t have imagined just 10 years ago,” he says.

Next-gen vehicle experiences

Sproule views cars as a mobile device that will
increasingly become a tech-enabled connected

With a latency of 1 ms and the ability to process massive

mobile device, “We’re past the point of ‘is it going

amounts of data, 5G will support mission-critical functions

to happen?’ Now it’s more about how technology

such as cellular-vehicle-to-everything (C-V2X) capabilities.

companies play into the car space, and how car

Smart, connected, automated, and autonomous driving

companies protect some of their real estate. It’s a

will require failure proof, robust, and omnipresent wireless

very interesting period in our industry.”

networks that offer extensive coverage, high data transfer
speeds, ultra-low latency, and ultra-high reliability.

Groups such as the 5G Automotive Association, a
consortium of companies that helps develop C-V2X and

The speeds and data processing capabilities needed

counts Huawei among its founder members, are already

to mimic the timing of human reflexes are incredible.

working to deliver end-to-end solutions for future

The emergence of 5G will transform the automotive

mobility and transportation services. For a number of

industry’s business models, enabling a whole new

years, Aston Martin has had a technology relationship

level of safety where vehicles would be exchanging

with Daimler, another 5G Automotive Association

information about roads, speed, the vehicle’s

founder. This gives it access to resources that wouldn’t be

condition, and more in real-time.

available to a boutique car maker on its own, particularly
as the industry goes through such a wide-ranging tech-

The high bandwidth and low latency offered by 5G
means that this connectivity platform is going to “enable
everything that’s going to help the auto industry

led evolution.

Bits-and-bytes chauffeur

transform,” says Sproule. He identifies four big change
factors that’s happening in the industry: connectivity,

For car manufacturers, connected car services will be
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We don’t see Aston Martin as a leader in full autonomy,
because that sort of defeats the purpose of buying a sports
car that you want to drive yourself.

adopted by all manufacturers from mass market to

Also in the Aston Martin portfolio is the Lagonda

premium, but according to Sproule, “What’s interesting

brand. In May 2018, plans were announced to offer a

is what’s going to differentiate connected car technology

“radical, sector-defining, zero emission SUV” wearing

in luxury cars versus the mass or premium market.” And

this badge, with a scheduled unveiling in 2021. The

within Aston Martin’s own portfolio, there will also be

intention is to stake a leadership claim with a “first of

differences in how technology will be applied.

its kind, ultra-stylish, supremely luxurious, fully electric
emission-free vehicle,” the company said at the time.

He adds that, “We’re selling a product that you don’t
need, but you want, so this is about desire. And I think

Sproule adds that, “We look at Lagonda as being very

the question that we’re asking ourselves is what does

much a car that could be in a leadership position in

autonomy look like in the luxury space?”

autonomy.” With a focus on luxury rather than driver
involvement, it’s the type of vehicle that could end

With Aston Martin’s core proposition built on sports cars that

up being chauffeur driven, “With autonomy, you don’t

offer a high level of driving involvement and enjoyment,

have to have a carbon-based chauffer, you have a

increasing the use of technology – in particular autonomous

bits-and-bytes-based chauffeur.”

driving – beyond some key driver and safety aids would be
detrimental to its central ethos. “We don’t see Aston Martin

Electric drivetrains will also play a greater role in

as a leader in full autonomy, because that sort of defeats

Aston Martin’s future, with the company in 2018 stating

the purpose of buying a sports car that you want to drive

that its facility in St Athan, Wales, will be its center for

yourself,” Sproule says.

electrification. Its first all-electric product, Rapide E, will
begin production next year, with the aim of creating, in

The executive suggests that while autonomy and

Sproule’s words, “A highly-desirable electric vehicle with

driving experience aren’t a natural fit, some specialized

the levels of performance expected of an Aston Martin”.

opportunities still exist. “Why couldn’t the autonomous
driver show you the best racing line around a race

Unique challenges

track? Autonomy predominantly provides, you know,

25

safety, stress-release in urban congestion and so forth.

There are still plenty of challenges faced by the

But autonomy has another play in our space, which is

automotive industry that aren’t replicated in the tech

how it can actually enhance the driving experience”.

space, the most obvious of which is time to market.
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For high-value vehicles such as the Aston Martin line, there is also a
buoyant used market, meaning a large proportion of cars end up as well
looked-after classics, long after other cars have gone to the scrapheap.

In his keynote speech at Global MBB Forum 2018,

connectivity over the car’s entire expected life.

Sproule said that while technology has enabled
production cycles for cars to become shorter, the

“When you develop a car today, it still needs to be

time taken to design, test, and produce new vehicles

relevant and useful to the consumer in ten years. So

is still measured in years. The complexity of current

technology will play an increasing role in ensuring

car designs, combined with the need to refine designs

our cars can be updated and remain technologically

to meet expected future customer demands, and

relevant,” Sproule says.

extensive government safety test requirements, mean
that it can take three to four years for a new car to

This requires, for example, the adoption of software

move from the drawing board to the factory floor.

platforms that can be updated over-the-air once a car
has been sold, and support for connectivity platforms

In contrast, consumer electronics devices are

which will have a long lifecycle.

developed quickly, updated when in the market,
and have a rapid replacement cycle, meaning new

And another challenge, says Sproule, is how to plot

technologies can be rolled out and adopted quickly.

Aston Martin’s adoption of new technology, at a time
where customer awareness and demand is at a low

For high-value vehicles such as the Aston Martin line,

level – but increasing rapidly as time passes, “You know

there is also a buoyant used market, meaning a large

you have to try and get into the head of the consumer,

proportion of cars end up as well looked-after classics,

but often the consumer doesn’t know what they want.”

long after other cars have gone to the scrapheap.
This means that cars have to be designed with a use

Automakers who don’t integrate 5G into their cars will

time measured in decades, and while by definition

not be able to take advantage of the latest car-to-car

classic cars don’t need cutting-edge technology,

or car-to-infrastructure communication technology,

they do need to stay usable. Once sold, the average

potentially slowing down their ability to offer new

expected lifetime of a car is ten to fifteen years. As a

partially autonomous driving services. Though the need

result, automakers must look ahead when it comes

might be less urgent, there usually comes a time when

to designing connectivity into their cars, making sure

industries need to embrace evolutionary innovations or

that this connectivity will not just help differentiate the

risk falling behind the competition. For automakers and

car when it’s introduced, but also continue to provide

5G networking technology, that time is now.
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Cloud and 5G bring
the reality to AR and VR
Interactive, immersive content has the power to transform enterprises and deliver consumer
experiences that will define the media and gaming industries for years to come. Although
potential use cases are wide and varied, the platform at the backbone of all of these
revolutionary changes will be the same – a combination of cloud and 5G connectivity.
By Linda Xu

VR/AR gaming on the rise

W

of devices using the services.

e’re about to enter an exciting new era

However, the demand for AR and VR gaming is huge,

where some of the world’s brightest

and the keys to unlocking it are cloud and 5G. At

companies are preparing to provide

Huawei Mobile Broadband Forum 2018 (MBBF 2018),

augmented, virtual, and mixed

Paul Brown, the general manager for Europe for the

reality experiences that many consumers cannot even

VR pioneer HTC Vive, said that he believes 5G could

imagine today. Behind the scenes, forward-thinking

bring mobile VR into line with experiences enjoyed

communications providers are defining and developing

by consumers using high-end home PCs. HTC Vive

the platforms to provide the strong backbone needed to

has already begun testing VR through 5G, with very

deliver these experiences in a cost-effective, customer-

encouraging initial results.

friendly manner. One of the industries clamouring to
be at the forefront of providing completely immersive

With collaboration, he added there was the potential

customer experiences is the multi-billion dollar gaming

to enable “cloud gaming everywhere in the world,

industry.

taking the industry to a whole new level.” In addition
to gaming, he added VR could create “moving and

Access to the highest quality VR experiences in the

emotional” experiences in a number of spheres.

gaming sector now requires the use of expensive,
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high-spec on-premises hardware. Current interactive

5G will offer the extremely low latency needed

and virtual reality gaming products require expensive

to deliver these high-bandwidth services over a

and unwieldy hardware in addition to high-bandwidth

mobile network, removing limits on where devices

connectivity delivered through fixed networks. This not

are situated. The use of cloud means that the

only limits the market by raising the barrier to entry,

hardware that does the heavy lifting no longer needs

but severely restricts the form factor and portability

to be situated in or near the devices themselves,
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lowering the upfront costs of hardware and opening
subscription business models for software companies.

Next-generation service
delivery

By removing complex and expensive elements

Experts at MBBF18 generally agreed that the

from devices, their form factors can be transformed

opportunity for innovation delivered using cloud and

completely, with the only limits being the imagination

5G was huge and would open a wide range of next-

of designers. Augmented reality company RealWear,

generation services.

for example, currently provides services using
eyewear for industrial applications. Going forward,

The gaming company Gloud is one of the many

however, they’re limited in their application due to

enterprises looking to take advantage of this evolution

technological issues.

in the entertainment sector. CEO Zhang Hexiang
believes, “The cloud allows providers to reach formerly

Speaking in an interview at MBBF2018, RealWear

unreachable users because [traditionally] big games

EMEA sales director John Thurgood said, “As we start

were designed for PCs and consoles. Now they can

to process more and more data, [current] devices are

get users from phones and smart TVs.” In addition, he

going to struggle to process what will be an awful lot

says, “By removing a lot of restrictions and limitations

of information. So that’s where we need 5G and cloud

game designers can create whole new [types of]

or edge of cloud-type processing to help analyze

games.” Zhang believes that 4G and Wi-Fi technology

objects or perform facial recognition.” He added

aren’t good enough for cloud gaming, but that, “5G’s

that the markets opened would be enormous, citing

high bandwidth and low latency, cloud gaming can be

manufacturing, energy, and aerospace as industries

as popular as the streaming video market.”

where its devices could be used to process huge
amounts of data in the field using low-latency mobile

One of the most popular mobile games of recent years

network technology.

was Niantic’s Pokemon Go. The company’s VP Strategic
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While augmented reality and virtual reality usually require
some kind of wearable device, there are technologies evolving that
don’t require any peripherals.

Partnerships, Omar Tellez, said its continued delivery

computation to the cloud site. At that cloud site you have

of advanced AR games requires “strong infrastructure”

much better computational power, but we definitely need

from network operators across the world.

a high-bandwidth, low-latency network.”

Augmented and mixed reality software development

He believes this technology, as is the case with

specialists Holo-Light believe that 5G and cloud are

augmented and virtual reality, has many exciting use

crucial for its reality technology to meet people’s

cases outside of entertainment – education, medical

high expectations, “At Holo-Light we aim to tackle

examination results, and virtual presence in the

the main user pain points to enable really smooth

business world are three.

AR experiences,” said the company’s marketing
manager Iris Feuchter. “We’re trying to allow users to

In the enterprise domain, cloud will open opportunities

be more engaged in the content by providing this in

for smaller companies to compete with larger

combination with edge computing technology and low

players as they’ll be able to access technology and

latency. So, it’s crucial for us to [have a] built out 5G

applications that previously required huge CAPEX

network.”

investment and real estate to host the required
computing infrastructure. Intel’s general manager

While augmented reality and virtual reality usually

for its 5G infrastructure division, Caroline Chan,

require some kind of wearable device, there

highlighted the vast enterprise potential of Cloud

are technologies evolving that don’t require any

AR technology, emphasizing the many use cases

peripherals. KDX is one of the leaders in simulated

in industrial settings for the new technology. Intel

reality where a 3D experience is delivered using a TV

has recently undertaken a trial with a US retailer to

screen and two eye trackers.

deliver immersive experiences in-store, as its partner
sought to stand-out in the hugely competitive sector.

This technology, stated KDX president Biao Zhang,

Using this example, she added, “If brick and mortar

would be enhanced by 5G and cloud technology, as

stores were made interactive and you get the AR/VR

reduced latency would make it possible to move complex

experience, then you want to come back.”

processing to the cloud – enabling wider adoption.
Zhang added, “If the network is fast enough we can move
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Opportunities for operators
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“Thin client + broad pipe + cloud app” is based on powerful cloud
applications over high-bandwidth connectivity to light, consumer-friendly
devices. This case is not only applicable to Cloud AR/VR applications, but
Cloud PC capabilities and other Cloud X functionalities.

Collaboration is the key

As players from the hardware and content
industries outlined exciting use cases delivered by
low latency 5G services, operator representatives

Although the future is bright for these technologies,

concentrated on business cases and network

industry verticals must work together to truly deliver.

rollout priorities.

That’s why companies from across enterprise,
communications, gaming, and hardware are

Tomas Alonso, head of product engineering for

collaborating with mobile industry group GSMA in

Orange Spain, said that in the AR/VR field, that the

its Cloud AR/VR Forum. The group seeks to define

“actual reality lies with the operator,” stating it was up

technology best practice and establish related

to them to ensure these services could be delivered.

business models.

“We have to change the way we operate and build
networks,” he added. “We have to accommodate both

Following its extensive research into the area, Huawei

processes and networks.” Deutsche Telekom SVP

believes a strong business case exists in a model for

technology architecture and innovation, and chairman

telcos that it describes as “thin client + broad pipe +

of the GSMA’s future network group, Arash Ashouriha,

cloud app.” The business model is based around the

added that the industry has to work together to define

delivery of powerful cloud applications over high-

standards that are developer friendly.

bandwidth connectivity to light, consumer-friendly
devices. This case is not only applicable to Cloud AR/

GSMA CTO Alex Sinclair said that if the industry was

VR applications, but Cloud PC capabilities and other

going to achieve the promise of a hyper responsive,

Cloud X functionalities.

intelligently connected world with 5G, then the cloud
is going to have to get a bit closer to the action.

Cloud X has huge potential to transform a whole

“Why now?” he asked. “Because this won’t happen

host of sectors and industries. With many exciting

organically. To really be what we need, we need the

innovations being developed across all the

industry to do what it does best and come together so

“realities,” perhaps the most important aspect is to

we can do this the same way and make it simple so it

get the connectivity right, which is why good quality

can actually scale.” He believes that it will take some

5G networks and high grade cloud infrastructure are

time, so we need to start now.

vital.
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In Sri Lanka, Wireless Fiber does the talking for

Dialog Axiata

Sri Lanka has a population of 21.4 million, distributed among 5 million or so households. Back in
2013, home broadband in the island nation was limited to the affluent, with a penetration rate of less
than 9 percent. However, 2013 to 2018 saw a rapid upsurge in subscribers, with Dialog’s innovative
WTTx solution driving 50 percent of all new subscriptions. With 40 percent of total connections
through WTTx as of June 2018, Dialog increased the home broadband penetration ratio from 9
percent to 25 percent in just five years, bridging the digital divide for 0.8 million households.
By James Chen, Sun Xun
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Our vision is to provide multi-sensory connectivity
to enrich life for Sri Lankan people and enterprises.
– Pradeep de Almeida, Dialog Axiata’s CTO

W

e interviewed Dialog

fixed, TV, video and digital services. We will

Axiata’s CTO Pradeep de

continue to invest in innovation, while retaining

Almeida to find out how the

a role of leadership across various technology

operator embarked on the

spheres.

path to success.
WinWin: Why did you launch home
WinWin: During the past 13 years, Dialog has

broadband in Sri Lanka in 2013?

evolved from a traditional telecoms operator
to one that integrates digital and fixed network

Pradeep: Sri Lanka has approximately 5

services. How has Dialog’s strategy evolved

million households. In 2012, home broadband

since it was founded?

was considered a luxury that was primarily
concentrated in high-density, high-income

Pradeep de Almeida: Dialog continues to be

areas, and connected with copper. Fixed

at the forefront of technology, as per our brand

broadband penetration stood at less than 9

promise “The Future Today”. We’ve been

percent, due to the high investment and time

the first to introduce the latest in technology

required for deployment.

and innovation to Sri Lankans many times,
for example, we were the first to launch GSM

WTTx provided an ideal opportunity to capture

in 1995, 3G in 2006, and 4G fixed and mobile

this market by re-using existing mobile network

services in 2012 and 2013. We were also the

infrastructure to deploy a fixed broadband

first to launch eZ Cash, NB-IoT, VoLTE and

network with a much lower investment and

eSIM technology. Our vision is to provide

faster time to market.

multi-sensory connectivity to enrich life for Sri
Lankan people and enterprises. Therefore, our

As a result, from 2013 to 2018, Dialog was

focus is to invest in verticals to provide mobile,

able to capture a 50 percent share of the
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We’ve launched both prepaid and postpaid services
on WTTx, making it even more affordable and accessible
and further bridging the digital divide.

net additions in home broadband, thereby

packages allow you to control usage based on

increasing market share from 9 percent in 2013

affordability.

to 30 percent in 2018.
WinWin: Dialog has achieved great success
WinWin: How can Dialog deliver affordable

in delivering the WTTx service. What do you

broadband services to help bridge the digital

attribute this to?

divide?
Pradeep: User experience has played a vital
Pradeep: High cabling and maintenance costs

role in WTTx service success as subscribers

and lengthy deployment times are some of the

always want reliable, high-speed Internet. In

key factors that limit widespread adoption of

addition, availability and affordability play key

traditional fixed broadband technologies based

roles in the penetration and adoption of the

on copper or fiber, especially in suburban and

service.

rural settings. Wireless networks that provide
wider coverage are much better suited for

Moving away from traditional speed-capped

this type of environment. Dialog launched a

packages, Dialog has introduced burstable

cash and carry model that helps eliminate

packages that have enabled users to experience

the need for expensive field teams to provide

speeds of 100 Mbps and above, while

the service. It’s a plug and play service that

maintaining a guaranteed minimum speed during

allows us to bring down the cost of broadband

busy hours. To achieve this, Dialog built its

significantly.

network with advanced technologies, becoming
one of the first operators to introduce 4T4R,

In addition, we’ve launched both prepaid

8T8R and now Massive MIMO technologies.

and postpaid services on WTTx, making it
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even more affordable and accessible and

WinWin: Dialog is currently at the point

further bridging the digital divide. Compared

of global leadership with Massive MIMO

to the long-term binding packages, prepaid

deployment. Why did you consider deploying
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on-demand and affordable prepaid and

this technology?

postpaid services.
Pradeep: Massive MIMO plays a pivotal role in
our technology strategy, allowing us to achieve

And it’s future-proof. It enables seamless

greater spectrum efficiency, triple base station

evolution to 5G and eliminates wasted investment,

capacity, and deliver a fiber-like experience for

as base stations can be scaled down or re-

users. It’s enabled us to launch new services,

deployed if expected targets are not met

such as video-over-WTTX, and paved the way
for the seamless deployment of 5G services

WinWin: What advice would you give to other

in the future. Dialog is planning to expand

operators thinking of deploying WTTx?

Massive MIMO deployment across the country,
covering up to 60 percent of high-traffic areas

Pradeep: Many operators are waiting for

with TDD Massive MIMO technology.

5G to arrive before they launch wireless
home broadband services. Based on Dialog’s

WinWin: What are the major points of value

experience, I would say:

provided by WTTx?
• Stop waiting and start building the Fixed
Pradeep: There are quite a few:

Wireless Access Network today to enable
the smooth evolution to 5G.

• Faster deployment and a plug-and-play
experience.

• Look for potential growth areas and build
the network based on demand.

• It enables internet, video, voice, and VPN

• Learn from your fixed wireless experience

services to address home and enterprise

as it will be beneficial for 5G FWA service

market requirements.
• It gives a fiber-like experience.

deployment.
• Ensure customer experience remains good
and provide customers with the latest

WTTx delivers the flexibility to provide speed-

technologies and benefits.
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CEM

Powering up Macau with smart grids
“Using smart grid technologies, we’ve improved the stability and quality of Macau’s power
supply,” says Evan Liu, the Director of Power and Networks Dispatch for Companhia de
Electricidade de Macau (CEM). “Our power supply reliability rating has been at globally leading
levels for a long time, with average service availability hitting 99.9998% and an average power
outage time of just 2 minutes.” Liu explains how CEM arrived at this exemplary point and where
the company plans to go next.
By Xu Shenglan, Xue Hua
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CEM needs advanced technologies to provide users
with high-quality power and services and meet its
commitment to sustainable development.
– Evan Liu, Director of Power and Networks Dispatch for
Companhia de Electricidade de Macau

The current state of play

I

power supply network consists of underground
cables, road excavations are a necessary part

mbued with a unique and vibrant mix of

of supplying these large-scale projects with

Chinese and Portuguese culture, Macau

power and reconstructing aging infrastructure.

enjoys a rich 450 years of history and

“It’s inconvenient for the general public and a

remains a popular tourist destination.

challenge for CEM,” explains Liu.

Today, its power industry continues to make an
outstanding contribution to the city’s prosperity

Another challenge, he says, is meeting the

and will form a key aspect of its transition into

public’s increasing demand for electricity under

a smart city.

a development model that considers the next
generation and protects the environment.

With the Macau grid connecting to the China

As an international city, Macau has very high

Southern Power Grid (CSG), CEM is a public

requirements for power supply quality and service

utility company with the exclusive rights to

quality. CEM needs advanced technologies

transmit, distribute, and sell electricity in Macau.

to provide users with high-quality power and
services and meet its commitment to sustainable

Covering just 32 square meters, Macau has
a very high load density, exceeding 1 million
kilowatts. Over the past decade, the city’s

development.

Smart power

total electricity consumption has increased
by nearly 55 percent, in large part due to the

In 2000, CEM began automating its distribution

completion and commissioning of a succession

network in 2000, completing the project in

of large-scale infrastructure projects and

2005. In 2007, it began constructing digital

casinos coupled with the rise in smart tech

substations; a year later, it piloted medium-

used by homes and businesses. As Macau’s

voltage closed-loop control technology and
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By phasing in smart grid technologies, CEM has improved
the stability and quality of the city’s power supply,
enabling it to achieve globally leading metrics.

deployed its power outage management

data for intelligent management.”

system. By phasing in these smart grid
technologies, CEM has improved the stability

Smart grids integrate sensory measurement,

and quality of the city’s power supply, enabling

communication, and information technologies

it to achieve globally leading metrics.

into existing physical grids. To respond to current
needs, Liu states that, “We need to constantly

To consolidate its current position, CEM is

research, plan, and improve our services to solve

implementing various asset management

problems with grid reliability, bandwidth, grid

projects, such as smart metering and real-time

security, multi-system interconnection, IT/OT

equipment monitoring, and a clutch of new

convergence, and the emergence of all kinds of

applications, including electric vehicle charging

application requirements and new technologies.”

management systems, distributed photovoltaic

He points out that this planning needs to

systems, common pipelines, and smart street

cover multiple dimensions, including internal

lights.

communications in power systems, IT network
architecture, and third-party service provision.

Even so, Liu knows that a successful company
can’t just take things for granted, “Although

New challenges

CEM leads the world’s advanced regions in
terms of all types of data on power supply

According to Liu, “ICT infrastructure challenges

reliability, improving the quality of CEM’s

occur in the deep integration of architecture,

electricity service is still our main goal each

infrastructure, and industry application

year.” And that, he says, includes expanding its

software. Architecture has a huge impact on

technology portfolio, “We’re experimenting with

service format.” If CEM develops new services

IoT applications, such as electricity meters and

in the future, Liu predicts that the company

street lights to quickly understand real-time

will need to consider additional factors when

power use, respond more quickly to potential

developing CEM’s ICT infrastructure.

issues and failures in electrical devices, and
use the data collected to form dedicated big
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To overcome challenges in planning and
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managing smart grids, Liu mentions that the
company updated its smart grid roadmap in
2016, announcing its IT/OT system architecture
and processes and cementing its commitment
to cyber security.
During the construction of the smart grid,
Huawei provided a reliable and easily expandable
and manageable power communications and
transmission network for CEM. The overall
capacity and service capability of the network

However, Liu states that ensuring a clean

were greatly improved to meet the current and

power supply and reducing emissions will

future needs of various service departments. At

ensure that electricity remains affordable to

the same time, the risk of service interruptions

Macau’s citizens. In Macau’s Dawan District,

caused by the old network was eliminated, and

CEM is currently involved in constructing

security and reliability were greatly enhanced.

renewable energy sources such as offshore

Isolation and self-recovery capabilities of each

wind power and solar photovoltaic power

service within the same network were optimized,

generation. It’s also involved in building

and the management and monitoring capabilities

hydropower renewable energy, such as

of the network continue to improve.

pumped storage and natural gas combinedcycle power generation projects.

New energy, new
possibilities

CEM’s goal is to replace the power capacity
Macau imports from CSG with CEM’s installed

CEM is determined to become Asia’s leading

capacity from clean energy in Dawan District by

energy service provider, and a large of part of

2030. To this end, Liu says, “Huawei and CEM

doing so revolves around sustainability. CEM

are cooperating in a power data transmission

believes that adequate stability, affordability,

network, OT system infrastructure construction,

and clean efficiency are the three core

and a medium-voltage communication network.

elements of the new energy ecosystem.

I hope that Huawei can provide CEM with its

Given Macau’s high cost of land and mature

excellent services in more areas, so we can

economy, the SAR Government formulated

combine our strengths to develop Dawan

an energy supply strategy with CSG as the

District.”

main supplier, supplemented by local power
generation.

Looking to the future, the development of
CEM’s smart grid will be a key feature in

CEM has deployed renewable energy as part

Macau’s transformation into a smart city,

of its medium- and long-term strategy, despite

ensuring that the city continues to be an

the difficultly in implementing such initiatives

outstanding place to live, do business, and

due to Macau’s finite land and sea resources.

have fun.
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Digicom

Building smart cities with smart connections
Founded 40 years ago as part of the B810 group, Italy’s Digicom has grown into a major player
in the smart IoT arena and has recently developed the world’s smallest NB-IoT parking sensor
– PAC (parking area control). We talked to Digicom CEO Riccardo Pedroni and Business Line
Manager (Export) Fabian Schaefer about this ground-breaking product, Huawei’s OceanConnect
platform, and the new vista of smart cities in Europe.
By Gary Maidment
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Making the right
connections

“

than Rome in many traffic metrics according
to the Greenpeace report, it also has a lower
percentage of people using cars.

Low-cost, long life

My company’s committed to not only
technically making connections in the
best way, but to making life safer and

The NB-IoT market is a subset of the IoT market,

easier, and creating sustainable solutions,”

which in turn is an integral part of the fully

says Pedroni. In the context of Digicom’s smart

connected, intelligent world. Given its rich NB-

city parking solution PAC, this means two things:

IoT’s application potential in business, Pedroni

NB-IoT technology and Huawei’s OceanConnect

believes NB-IoT is the best LPWA (low power,

platform.

wide area) technology for Digicom’s smart
parking project, “Its advantages include low

Home to nearly 40 million cars, Italy is the

power consumption and high data transmission,”

birthplace to some of the most iconic and beautiful

he says. “We can embed a battery into our device

sport cars ever created, with Lamborghini, Ferrari,

and charge it for its lifetime.”

Maserati, and Alfa Romeo featuring high on the
dream car list of millions of people the world over.

With a battery life of 10 years, NB-IoT incurs

The nation of 59 million also enjoys a reputation for

minimal OPEX, boosts asset utilization, and

its “enthusiastic” approach to driving and parking,

enables features like predictive maintenance.

especially in Rome – the Italian capital recently
came in last in a Greenpeace survey of 13 European

Putting the PAC in parking

capitals on how safe, easy, and sustainable they are
“Depending on the model and specific scenario,”

when it comes to getting around.

explains Pedroni, “PAC can be placed partially
And as an unavoidable part of driving, parking

or completely underground to identify whether

is a major contributor to both congestion and

a parking space is occupied.” Deployed

pollution. In fact, it’s estimated that 30 percent of all

underground through a 60-mm hole in an IP68-

urban congestion is caused by people looking for

waterproofed container, each PAC unit, he says,

somewhere to park. For Digicom, smart parking is a

is “completely autonomous. It doesn’t need

crucial part of the connected smart city ecosystem.

concentrators or maintenance, and connects

“PAC’s main objective is to guarantee efficient

directly to the Digicom Cloud.” Moreover, it can

parking management by reducing operating costs

be applied to an unlimited number of parking

and bringing users the benefits of easy parking and

spaces and is completely vandal-proof.

saved time,” says Pedroni.

An ocean of efficiency

In Britain, for example, the average driver spends
a cumulative four days per year searching for

Digicom’s PAC solution is integrated into

a parking space, with 44 percent of drivers

Huawei’s OceanConnect platform, which

reporting searching for parking to be a stressful

streamlines the business and integration

experience. While London fairs marginally better

challenges associated with IoT projects.
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A city from our perspective is smart when you create
benefits for all stakeholders in the ecosystem. Then, you
make life easier and safer for everyone.

These include the complex decision-making

power, with the solution rapidly detecting and

processes facing customers, high costs, and

isolating anomalies on smart devices.

long project cycles. On the deployment side,
IoT devices have rigid demands on power-

Full device-management capabilities include

saving and security, and integrating devices

device status visibility, remote configuration,

and networks is a long, tough process for

remote fault location, device firmware

southbound device manufacturers.

and software upgrades, and maintenance.
OceanConnect’s NB-IoT integration capabilities

Data management and
security

enable the mass connectivity, high concurrency,
and minimal power use that are so vital to
operating large-scale NB-IoT networks. Given that

Pedroni believes that OceanConnect does

Digicom’s PAC solution supports application in

much of the heavy lifting when it comes to huge

unlimited parking spaces, this is a must.

amounts of data, “Huawei’s OceanConnect is
very important for data collection and managing

Smart cities step by step

big data,” he says, referring to the high efficiency
of the platform. Business Line Manager Fabian

Digicom is committed to advancing the evolution

Schaefer mentions another key benefit, “Of

of smart cities in Italy, with its solutions and

particular importance is that in this ecosystem,

technologies covering various domains,

all stakeholders are somehow connected.

including travel, vehicles, elevators, smart

And Huawei makes it possible that there are

homes, and more. The development of smart

interactions between all stakeholders.”

cities requires a holistic approach with the right
solutions and partners, and both Pedroni and
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Underpinned by a strict data privacy policy

Schaefer agree on what they define a smart city

to ensure tenant data isolation for enterprise

as, “A city from our perspective is smart when

customers, OceanConnect enables unique and

you create benefits for all stakeholders in the

secure transmission and optimized transmission

ecosystem. Then, you make life easier and safer

encryption using NB-IoT technologies. This

for everyone.” And PAC is a decisive step in the

ensures full security using 50 percent less

right direction.
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China Mobile

Making call waiting profitable with video
Video can breathe new life into the gradually declining color ring back tone service, especially
when integrated into an industry business model. China Mobile Yunnan and Huawei recently did
just that with a new video CRBT service, offering promotional short videos during the “golden
15-second” call waiting interval when users are hyper-focused.
By Jiang Junmu
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Video CRBT has the potential to become a new
foothold for operators in the B2B space and create new
revenue streams from advertising.

Beauty in the palm of your
hand

L

and deployment. The rise of ubiquitous
connectivity has in turn enabled new business
models that have been adopted by increasingly
prominent, asset-light OTT companies.

ocated in the southwest of China, the
province of Yunnan benefits from

In contrast, telcos have tended to remain behind-the

abundant tourist resources, including

scenes, with returns from conventional CT services,

gorges, forests, snowcapped mountains,

like voice and SMS, on a continued downward

and historic towns. Advances in ICT have enabled

spiral. Nevertheless, many pioneering operators

local authorities and businesses to promote

have explored new paths to growth based on

Yunnan’s stunning scenery and rich history and

strategic transformation, new technologies, and

culture to far more people than ever before.

new business models, including streamlined traffic
operations and low-latency models. Some, for

Video CRBT has the potential to become a new

example, are already seeing returns – or soon will

foothold for operators in the B2B space and

do – from cloud services and IoT.

create new revenue streams from advertising.
Recognizing this, Yunnan’s provincial government

However, when migrating to new value chains,

decided to use CRBT as a key facet of its

operators can’t just abandon their original

E-Travel in Yunnan project. In just three months

positions. Maintaining and even discovering

after its launch in July 2018, China Mobile Yunnan

new value from traditional CT services has

had gained over 350,000 video CRBT customers,

remained the focus of the entire industry chain

who collectively have watched 1.67 million short

as a problem in urgent need of a solution.

videos featuring Yunnan’s highlights.

The value of video

Revitalizing telecom
services

43

Upgrading CRBT from a music to video service
has proven to be a move in the right direction

The success of the Internet and latterly the

for China Mobile Yunnan, bringing a better

mobile Internet is due to connected global

service experience for customers. For the

telecommunications networks built by telcos

telco, it’s been a shot in the arm for market

and their huge investments in network design

competitiveness and income; for Yunnan, it’s
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created a promotional tool for local attractions
and delivered an uptick in tourism.

Innovating to stay ahead
A customizable customer experience and

Internet media and user-generated media.

a simple, transparent billing method have
resulted in strong customer loyalty, with CRBT

As the consumer market is becoming saturated

accounting for 10 percent of China Mobile

and revenues are fading, video CRBT will

Yunnan’s service revenue.

become a breakthrough for operators in
developing B2B services. The video CRBT

This particular service has also been impacted

service is a platform naturally suited for

by the evolving times and increased competition,

enterprises to promote their brands via

making further innovation imperative. In this

mobile advertising using their employees’

case, combining the service with the region’s

social networks. In the video CRBT advertising

tourism drive was an inspired move.

scenario, customers see ads when making
calls, increasing advertising reach. When

A 4G/IMS video playback capability module

waiting for a call, user attention is most

coupled with a robust management function

focused. This is known as the “golden 15

module were added on top of the existing

seconds” and can improve ad engagement.

2G/3G audio CRBT platform, enabling the
personalized streaming of short video content

Video CRBT also fits in with the telco shift from

preset by the called party in a VoLTE network

focusing from B2C to B2B as a new blue ocean.

environment. The content itself comprises
16 different professionally shot scenes from

Empowering customers, both individuals

Yunnan, including seagulls soaring over

and enterprises, and making services more

Kunming Green Lake and the stunning Jade

inclusive are core strategies for telcos. Service

Dragon Snow Mountain framed by cloud.

innovation is essential – the previous boom in
CRBT gave rise to a market with a considerable

CRBT but not as you know it

customer base. Reactivating it will take less
effort and yield increased results.

Video CRBT has redefined the CRBT service,
substantially expanding its significance and scope.

China Mobile has achieved initial success,
providing a new direction and workable

While OTT companies have dominated the short

ideas for other telcos to follow. According to

video market with apps like TikTok, video CRBT

forecasts, China Mobile Yunnan will surpass

has gifted operators with a platform to participate

10 million video CRBT customers by 2019. We

in the market. China Mobile Yunnan uses high-

predict that more innovative B2B services such

quality Migu Music video content, including music

as video CRBT will emerge in future. This will

videos and concert clips, on its CRBT service,

help operators evolve from dumb pipes to

as well as outstanding short videos from new

integrated service providers.
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Orange Morocco
Winning with wireless
Bordering the North Atlantic Ocean and the Mediterranean, Morocco is home to a robust
telecommunications ecosystem, with a mobile penetration rate of 131 percent and one of the
lowest broadband Internet prices in the region. Orange Morocco CEO Yves Gauthier explains how
the French telco is making some serious plays in the nation’s mobile broadband (MBB) market
by focusing on innovation to realize its strategic connectivity targets of speed, expansion, and
empowerment.
By Gary Maidment
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Quick off the blocks

H

eadquartered in Casablanca, Orange
Morocco was founded in 1999 after
the acquisition of Meditel. Fast
forward 20 years and the Orange

subsidiary has established a strong presence
in the nation of 35.6 million, boasting more

WTTx generally suits SMEs and homes in rural

than 15.3 million subscribers. In the first half

areas, urban pockets that aren’t well covered

of 2018, it won the national Speed Test Award

by FTTH, and emerging markets that lack the

for the fastest mobile network after hitting

fixed infrastructure to deliver broadband using

19.12 Mbps. And that’s just what the market

fiber, copper, or hybrid schemes.

wants. “What customers expect today is speed
and bandwidth,” says Gauthier. Nevertheless,

WTTx uses wireless technologies such as

he recognizes that while speed is the metric in

4G LTE to connect base stations to fixed

this case, the true value lies in what it enables

wireless terminals, which provide backhaul

the network to provide Orange Morocco’s

capabilities for customer premises equipment

customers, “It’s the customer who recognizes

(CPE). In any scenario, its major selling point

that we offer the best network in terms of

is the ability to connect the disproportionately

bandwidth and data. The award is just a way to

expensive last-mile at a far cheaper

make people aware of what you’ve done.”

rollout cost than FTTH, but with the same

Fixed on wireless

functionality, “It offers Internet, it offers voice,
and for us it’s more competitive than ADSL,”
says Gauthier.

Meeting customers’ burgeoning data needs is
central to Orange Morocco’s strategy. But with

While he doesn’t necessarily see WTTx

little room to expand in the fixed market, the

as replacing fixed technologies, the strong

operator has focused on innovating solutions

competitive nature of the joint solution

that, in Gauthier’s words, “deploy data to the

is a major draw. “It’s a way to develop

home very quickly.” Fast service rollout in a

fixed customers very quickly with a good

data-hungry market is essential, he says, “But

technology,” he says. In terms of its current

deploying fiber takes time. So while we know

success, Gauthier is clear on the importance

we need to deploy fiber, we sought a wireless

of collaboration, “I think the success of the

solution to bring Internet to the homes of our

Dar Box is due to the collaboration between

customers.”

us and Huawei. We count Huawei as one
of our main providers – we’re mainly using

Orange Morocco deployed a wireless WTTx

their network and CPE, so I believe we have

solution that combines the Huawei CPE B612

to keep our strong cooperation to keep this

with its Dar Box, a bold move given that

leadership.” Looking to the future, he says

for many operators, wireless solutions are

that, “We will migrate our customers to fiber

uncharted territory.

or 5G.”
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Ubiquitous connectivity
isn’t always about the
bottom line

US$100,000) plus OPEX of around US$9,000
per year.

Back to the present, Orange Morocco is

Empowerment is essential
for development

committed to expanding 4G coverage to rural

In tandem with its commitment to connecting

areas under the government-led program,

remote areas, Orange Morocco’s strategy

Universal Services. Mobile penetration may

includes empowering women through

be high in Morocco, but there’s still much

digital technology. While great strides

work to do to ready its ICT infrastructure for

have been made in national literacy, for

ubiquitous connectivity, 5G rollout, the wider

example, illiteracy in Morocco tends to be

adoption of artificial intelligence, and the

more widespread among girls and women.

thriving digital economy that these milestones

And in remote rural areas located far from

will enable.

schools, female illiteracy can be as high
as 90 percent. “With the Orange Digital

In Huawei’s Global Connectivity Index (GCI)

House Foundation, we’re bringing digital

2018, Morocco ranks 65th out of 79 countries

technologies to rural areas, teaching women

in terms of ICT maturity. That said, GCI 2018

to use tablets and, where needed, to read

recognizes that the African nation has been

and write,” says Gauthier. “If you want to

making solid progress in rolling out wireless

have a better future and be part of the digital

technology, with 60 percent of the nation

economy, these skills are essential.” They’re

currently covered by 4G.

also key building blocks for a strong national
economy: according to an OECD report

However, as is the case the world over,

in 2016, gender disparity costs the global

rural areas tend to be left behind when

economy an estimated US$12 trillion per

it comes to coverage – a fact that the

year.

government recognizes with its Universal
Services program, especially in the context

In its analysis of Morocco, the Huawei GCI 2018

of achieving the national digital plan, Maroc

recommends that, “Morocco should continue

2020. According to Gauthier. “The Universal

to expand its digital infrastructure and online

Services fund is designed to finance the

content. They need to expand citizens’ access

development of mobile infrastructure

to broadband with an emphasis on sharing

in rural areas, which isn’t traditionally

knowledge and supporting local service

profitable for operators.” Indeed, low ARPU

providers to develop IT markets.” Alongside

from a sparse population coupled with a

partners like Orange Morocco and Huawei,

lack of existing infrastructure, power supply,

the government’s commitment to achieving

and transmission networks do not make for

ubiquitous connectivity and connecting the

good business. Deploying base stations in

unconnected in rural areas are steps in the

remote areas can mean an ROI of up to 10

right direction.

years due to high installation CAPEX (up to
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